The Heritage Cowl and Infinity Scarf combines both the basic elegance of entrelac and a fun lacy slip stitch to give you a piece that’s quick to work up and has cozy drape.
**Materials**

*included

- 5 skeins of Worsted Weight Roving Silk Yarn

**Additional Materials**

*not included

- US 7 / 4.5 mm 20" Circular Knitting Needles
- Scissors
- Tapestry Needle

**Abbreviations**

K: knit  
P: purl  
ST(S): stitch(es)  
SM: stitch marker  
SSK: slip slip knit- slip first stitch knit wise (as if to knit), slip the second stitch purl-wise (as if to purl) and knit both slipped stitches together.  
SL1STKW: slip one stitch as if to knit  
SL1STPW: slip one stitch as if to purl  
K1FB: increase of one- knit into the next stitch but keep the stitch on your left needle, then knit into the back loop of the same stitch and drop stitch from left needle. You now have 2 stitches on your right needle.  
K2TOG: knit the next two stitches together  
P2TOG: purl the next two stitches together

**Meet the Designer!**

Meredith Trzebiatowski  
@knot.your.mommas.yarn  
www.etsy.com/shop/mjartatheart

I first learned how to knit from my grandma many years ago. I always liked to learn everything I could about yarn, so I soon entered the world of crochet as well. Being an artist at heart, designing was the next logical step! I love high texture and easy to work patterns in bright fun colors.

**Finished Dimensions**

Size: One size fits all!  
Dimensions: 12 1/2” W x 18” T  
Gauge: 12 stitches x 15 rows = 2”x2”

**Designer Notes**

- The knit side is your right side (RS)  
The purl side is your wrong side (WS)  
This pattern is worked flat and then seamed once the panel is complete.

- If you have chosen to change colors every row, I’ve worked the following pattern with the yarn colors on the infinity scarf:  
  Color A- Tan rows 1 and 5  
  Color B- Red row 2  
  Color C- Gray rows 3 and 7  
  Color D- Green row 4  
  Color E- Blue row 6

- You will always slip the first stitch of each row unless otherwise noted. On knit rows you will slip one stitch as if to knit. On purl rows you will slip one stitch as if to purl.

**Need Help**

We are here to answer any questions!  
Email us at: info@darngoodyarn.com
**Pattern**

Cast on 84 sts, placing a sm after every 12th st. You will have 7 groups of 12 sts once you’ve fully cast on.

**Starting Row Triangles:**
Each group of 12 sts will form a triangle that will be the foundation of your cowl or infinity scarf.

**First Triangle:**
1. sl1stp, p1, turn, sl1stk, k1, turn
2. sl1stp, p2, turn, sl1stk, k2, turn
3. sl1stp, p3, turn, sl1stk, k3, turn - continue in this manner of purling one more stitch each time, turn, knitting the stitches you just purled, and turn until you’ve purled all 12 sts of the group - DO NOT TURN TO K12. Once you’ve purled the 12 sts, you will move your sm and continue to the next triangle. (photo B)

2. Repeat the same instructions as to the first triangle written above. (photo C) You will repeat this for every triangle across moving the sm as you finish each triangle after purling all 12 sts. You will end up with 7 or 15 triangles that are connected and appear twisted slightly on your needles like this (photo 1a)

Turn your work so the RS is facing you and continue on in your single color cowl or refer to the chart in the notes section if you are working your Infinity scarf and changing colors each row.

**Right Side Edge Triangle:**
1. Set up: Pick up 12 stitches down the left edge of your base row triangle (photo 1c - d), turn, sl1stp, p11, turn, sl1stk, k10, ssk (this will be st number 12 of your current rectangle and one stitch from the triangle below (photo 1e), turn, sl1stp, p11, turn *sl1stk, k10, ssk, turn, sl1stp, p11, turn ** Continue working from * to ** until you've worked all of the row 1 stitches from the triangle below off your needles. Do not purl the stitches once you have knit all the stitches from your triangle off your needles. (photo 1f)

Repeat the Right side facing knit rectangle for each rectangle across (5 more times for a total of 6 rectangles in row 2) and then continue on to complete a Left edge right side facing triangle.

**Left Edge Right Side Facing Triangle:**
1. Set up: Pick up 12 stitches down the left edge of the row 1 triangle below, turn, sl1stp, p11, turn sl1stk, k9, k2tog, turn, sl1stp, p10, turn sl1stk, k8, k2tog, turn, sl1stp, p9, turn sl1stk, k7, k2tog, turn, sl1stp, p8, turn sl1stk, k6, k2tog, turn, sl1stp, p7, turn sl1stk, k5, k2tog, turn, sl1stp, p6, turn sl1stk, k4, k2tog, turn, sl1stp, p5, turn sl1stk, k3, k2tog, turn, sl1stp, p4, turn sl1stk, k2, k2tog, turn, sl1stp, p3, turn sl1stk, k1, k2tog, turn, sl1stp, p2, turn sl1stk, k2tog, turn, sl1stp, p1, turn, k2tog.
You will have one stitch remaining on your needle from this edge triangle. Turn your work so your wrong side is facing you and move this one stitch to your right needle. This will be the first stitch of 12 for the next rectangle row.

Wrong Side Row Textured Rectangle:
*First rectangle of the row 3 includes the one stitch remaining from row 2. Keep your tension on the loose side.
*The tighter your work is on the textured rectangles the more you will struggle with slipping your stitches.
*The texture rectangle is worked over the following 2 row repeat. You will repeat rows 1-2 five times for a total of 12 rows.

Set up: pick up 11 sts down the left side of the triangle from the last row, turn (photo 2a-b)
1. sl1stk, *sl1stpw, k1, yo, pass the sl1stpw over both sts on your right needle; repeat from * to the last st, k1, turn, sl1stpw, p10, p2tog (this will be your last st of your current row and the first stitch of the rectangle below), turn
2. sl1stk, k1, *sl1stpw, k1, yo, pass the sl1stpw over both sts on your right needle; repeat from * to the last 2 sts, k2, turn, sl1stpw, p10, p2tog

Repeat 1-2, five more times for a total of 12 rows to complete your first textured rectangle. (photo 3)

Repeat the Wrong side row textured rectangle for each rectangle across picking up 12 sts down the side for the 2nd through 7th rectangles. (photo 4)

Repeat the following sections before moving to the Finish Edge Triangle row

You will complete the following sections 3 times:
Right side edge triangle:
Right side facing knit rectangle:
Left edge right side facing triangle:
Wrong side row textured rectangle:

Then work the following sections one more time:
Right side edge triangle:
Right side facing knit rectangle:
Left edge right side facing triangle:

Continue on to the Finish Edge Triangle row.
**Here’s Some Examples:** Did you learn anything new from this pattern? Did you make any of your own changes? How would you rate this pattern on a scale of 1-5? What did you like about the pattern?
Your Notes Continued
Your Notes Continued
Our Story is so much more than yarn

We believe life is way too short to make boring projects! Congratulations on taking the first step to becoming an artsy, interesting, and creatively empowered crafter!

With your purchase you have chosen to care about the globe and the people in it. Together, we’re able to support sustainable and fair wages around the globe as well as save over 1,000,000 pounds of material waste from landfills! In using these reclaimed fabrics and textiles, we are able to produce these truly one-of-a-kind products while protecting our planet!

Now, you are on your way to officially becoming the crafter you always wanted to be!

Liked this pattern? You might also enjoy...

Simple Style Cowl Knitting Pattern
Ocean Waves Cowl Knitting Pattern
Seed Ridge Cowl Knitting Pattern

Check out more patterns at www.darngoodyarn.com

Follow Us!
What makes our yarn even more special is the empowering community it has inspired.
@dgyarn   @darngoodyarn   @darngoodyarn   @darngoodyarn